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The military could seek to formally punish service members for refusing to use another
service member’s preferred pronouns under existing policy, according to military experts.

A 2020 Equal Opportunity law opened the door for commanders to subject someone who
refuses to affirm a transgender servicemember’s so-called gender identity to the Uniform
Code of Military Justice (UCMJ) for charges related to harassment, Capt. Thomas Wheatley,
an assistant professor at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point, told the Daily Caller
News Foundation. Such a move would likely infringe on a servicemember’s constitutional
rights to uphold their conscience, but it might not prevent leaders from employing more
subtle ways of disciplining service members.

Military experts told the DCNF Congress should step in before it’s too late.

The military “is right to want to protect the rights and welfare of its transgender service
members. But it owes the same protection to those who share a different perspective on the
issue, especially when that perspective is a deep-seated expression of personal conscience,”
Wheatley told the DCNF. (RELATED: Pentagon Won’t Respond To New Research
Casting Doubt On Studies Supporting Military’s DEI Push)

None of the military’s rules explicitly prohibit so-called “misgendering,” when someone
uses pronouns to describe a transgender person which do not correspond to the person’s
new gender identity, Wheatley explained. However, existing guidance implies that using
pronouns rejected by another person violates Military Equal Opportunity (MEO)
regulations against sex-based harassment and discrimination.

The UCMJ enforces those regulations.
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Service members could conceivably be court-martialed for “refusing to use another person’s
self-identified pronouns, even when their refusal stems from principled religious
conviction,” Wheatley told the DCNF. “This law applies to service members at all times and
in all locations, even when they’re off duty and in the privacy of their off-post residence.”

The UCMJ also prohibits “conduct unbecoming of an officer” under Article 133 and activity
that could be seen to discredit the military institution under Article 134 — the same article
the military uses to prosecute child pornographers and other acts of sexual deviance, he
explained.
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“Is it now ‘unbecoming’ and incompatible with service as a commissioned officer to openly
hold sincere religious convictions surrounding the act of creation and the nature of human
sex?” Wheatley asked.

Wheatley said his interest in the issue was sparked four years ago, when the Army updated
its MEO policy stating “violations of MEO and Harassment Prevention and Response
policies may result in disciplinary action under the UCMJ.”

The possibility of levying a criminal trial on a servicemember for perceived harassment if
that person “misgendered” another service member troubled Wheatley, he said. The
Supreme Court had just ruled on Bostock v. Clayton County in favor of the gay and
transgender plaintiffs alleging their employers fired them on the basis of their self-
described sexual orientation, or gender identity. Conservative justices warned the case could
have far-reaching consequences for organizations operating based on religious belief and
free exercise of religion in the workplace.

“I knew, given the cultural gap between the civilian world and the military, the issue would
be overlooked as it concerned service members. So, I got to work,” he told the DCNF.

In a peer reviewed article recently published in the Texas Review of Law and Politics,
Wheatley argued that, despite the existing EO policy, Articles 133 and 134 of the UCMJ are
not strong enough to prosecute troops for spurning another’s preferred pronouns.

Under a legal doctrine that “obligates military courts to avoid interpreting the UCMJ in a
way that brings it into conflict with the Constitution if possible, that would normally be the
end of the analysis,” he wrote. But, the national security imperatives inbuilt with military
service often justify curtailing a servicemember’s constitutional rights — for example, the
UCMJ’s Article 134 “indecent language.”

Wheatley countered in the article that the military’s special mission can inform judicial
analysis but does not require a separate standard.
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“A court that applies a standard lower than strict scrutiny would be placing not just a thumb
on the scale in the government’s favor, but an anvil — one which virtually guarantees victory
for the government in every case where a service member asserts his or her First
Amendment rights,” he wrote. It would be “tough” for the military to prove it had a strong
enough mission-related argument to mandate gender-pronoun usage.

Arguments that might be considered, such as preserving harmony within military units and
safeguarding transgender troops’ emotional and psychological well-being, are certainly
important, he wrote. But the former relies too heavily on the vicissitudes of individual
interpretation to survive judicial review, while the latter does not take into account the
health of the servicemember seeking to live out their religious convictions.

“Preserving unit cohesion and safeguarding the mental and emotional health of transgender
service members, though compelling government interests, do not justify the sweeping
prior restraints on speech,” made possible in the Army policy, Wheatley wrote.

Previous case law shows that even in military contexts, the standard for what may be
prohibited compelled speech is strong, he found.

Looking at previous cases of public employment law governing speech, where free speech
has been more frequently challenged than in military-specific case law, he likewise found no
strong case for mandating pronoun use.

“The use of one pronoun over another reflects the speaker’s private views on human sex and
gender” and isn’t conditioned on the person’s employment, Wheatley argued.

The Pentagon referred the DCNF to the services, which did not respond to requests for
comment by deadline.
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Wheatley’s research highlights ongoing concerns about the military’s respect for matters of
conscience.

Pentagon leaders have pushed diversity and inclusion as an indispensable component of
warfighting effectiveness. Opponents say the focus focus on race, gender and sexual identity
has distracted the military from more important issues and unfairly privileged minorities.
DEI priorities have now overtaken matters of conscience in multiple domains. 

In lawsuits over the slow-rolling of religious waivers to the COVID-19 vaccine, for example,
victims argued the services issued blanket denials rather than considering each request
individually, as they are legally required to do.

Defense Department documents, including the 2022 Diversity, Equity and Inclusion (DEI)
Strategic Plan, discuss the freedom to “speak candidly” about issues as a “readiness
imperative,” ensuring troops feel included as part of a whole.

“The military policy and legal infrastructure clearly exist to wage war on Americans with
deeply-held traditional beliefs about man and woman,” William Thibeau, director of the
Claremont Institute’s American Military Project, told the DCNF. Wheatley’s article “should
be a red flag to policy makers and elected officials to end this tyranny of liberalism before it
is formally levied against American Soldiers preferring to live in reality.”

Experts were not aware of any incidents where a branch of the armed services had
attempted to use the UCMJ to punish a servicemember for refusing preferred pronouns.

Commanders do have a wide berth to discipline servicemembers in ways that do not involve
a criminal trial but can still have serious implications for a servicemember’s career, possibly
including separation from the military under less than honorable circumstances, Wheatley
said. Such measures resolve more quickly, have a lower burden of proof than “are almost
always shielded from public scrutiny.”

Instead of leaving it to chance, Congress could force the military to establish a
servicemember’s “unqualified” right to use pronouns consistent with their religious
convictions, a one-pager provided by Claremont suggested. The experts advocated stronger
measures too, including decriminalizing unspecified MEO violations and to narrow its
scope so that it only applies to activities a servicemember performs while on normal duty
hours or contributing to an official military mission.

Congress should develop a public record of incidents in the military where religious
freedom is seen to come under threat, the document stated.

Claremont suggested the military conduct regular training on the importance of religious
freedom throughout the armed forces and study ways to strengthen protections on service
members’ religious expression.

Wheatley also said service chiefs could consider demands for a service member to speak in
violation of his or her religious convictions as harassment.
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Sort by Best

What do you think?

KF Kerry Foster
17 hours ago

Really smart, the services can’t fill the ranks now and find more ways to thin the ranks. This 
administration seems willing to do anything to make sure we do not have a ready force.

Reply · 82 · Share

TA Tax Admin
4 hours ago

Hey, they got a fire sale going on free transition surgeries for a three year enlistment.  They also 
lowered the age of eligibility to NINE.  Problem solved by brilliant Democrats.

Reply · 3 · Share

CC Chandler Chang
2 hours ago

At this point, if you stand with LGBTQ and pushing their agenda on minors then you're a groomer and 
should not be supported. Anything that also causes harm to females can't be supported. I stand with 
anyone who is opposed to pushing it on minors and females.
 
Liberals, constantly pushing their LGBTQ+...
See more

Reply · 3 1 · Share

Show 1 more reply

SB sleepy biden
17 hours ago

It becomes clearer every day that the military is trying to destroy the organization and its effectiveness. 
What a travesty.

Reply · 86 1 · Share

L LargoPatriot
6 hours ago

America's military is part of its long history and tradition of excellence, so it must go. As we've learned 
over the last few years, the people running the country despise the idea of a Great America and are 
actively pursuing and punishing Americans who support this concept.

(Edited)

Reply · 23 · Share

1 reply

J j.rod
16 hours ago

It ain't the military, it's democrats IN the military, as well as civilian positions.

Reply · 60 · Share

GL GEORGE LYCHE
3 hours ago

I don't think that either Paton or Rommel spent a lot of time worrying about acceptable pronounce. 
Perhaps, and maybe I am being 'old fashioned' here, but just maybe the focus of the armed forces should 
be winning battles?

Reply · 17 · Share

RS Rebel Scot
3 hours ago

You are 100% right. Well said!

Reply · 5 · Share

CC Conservative in CA
17 hours ago

If I were to develop a playbook on how to destroy America, it would look exactly like Creepy Joe's 
agenda. And the rest of the left. If we don't wake up and start getting them out of politics there will be no 
safe place for normal people. 



Reply · 61 · Share

KS Kryten Smeeeeer
16 hours ago

Cloward Piven.  It is a playbook.

Reply · 30 · Share

B BlueGrapes
1 hour ago

On the bright side, if there is a civil war, we won’t have to worry too much about the military doing 
anything. I’ll take ex-military over current military any day. 

Reply · 2 · Share

NL Norm Leeper
4 hours ago

Evil has infected each and every walk of life in this corrupt old world. I was never one to see the end in 
everything,  or shy at birds that flushed suddenly, but there is a smell in the wind and a sickness in the 
earth. I fear that it will come for us all soon, and hope only there is a chance that...
See more

Reply · 12 · Share

1 reply

Gaius Julius
4 hours ago

My wife and I were talking about this last night, Norm.
Something does "feel off" - and the swiftness this occurred almost has me believing it's being 
orchestrated.
People having free will in their Nation is one thing, but no Nation can survive trying to tolerate people 
whose free will is to burn the...
See more

Reply · 13 · Share

B Bruce_in_AZ
4 hours ago

More evidence that they have been emboldened by being able to steal an election, barricade the capitol 
and jail and prosecute the opposition. 

Reply · 19 · Share

Gaius Julius
4 hours ago

Let's pray there's some Reckoning coming their way.
Oh.....and howdy from The Rim!

Reply · 8 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

Tyndall's experiment couldn't work to prove greenhouse warming anyway because the experiment wasn't 
performed in a vacuum. As mentioned, the cooling effect of the air would obscure the whole greenhouse 
warming effect.

Reply · 7 · Share

1 reply

Pez149 Creationist
2 hours ago

The analogy is entirely false that an atmosphere with molecules free to move in it can in any way act 
like a blanket or the glass top of a greenhouse -- these work by blocking convection.
 
And if the target gas was to warm through absorption, the amount of energy gained would be perfectly 
matched by ...
See more

Reply · 5 · Share

GG Gen Zod Darwin's God
2 hours ago

I love this!



1 reply

 
I shall screenprint that and save it in my "Astute is too astute for me" folder.
Reply · 6 · Share

Show 2 more replies

Pez149 Creationist
15 hours ago

With all the turmoil going on around the world, the last thing our military needs right now is being court 
martial over pronouns...
 
We need to focus on defeating our enemies and not ourselves...

Reply · 26 · Share

1 reply

TE tosa east
13 hours ago

That is not what the MARXISTS want.

Reply · 14 · Share

O OrangeBone
5 hours ago

Or enemy is within

Reply · 6 · Share

J j.rod
16 hours ago

If there was ever a need for a second revolution, now is the time.  Going to the polls ain't cutting it.

Reply · 36 · Share

CS Carmen Spiegel
7 hours ago

I believe you are right. My husband and I have been disgusted with this. We both served over 25 years 
in military and we have lost faith with everything. 

Reply · 25 · Share

1 reply

TE tosa east
13 hours ago

As you have probably  noticed by now, I have made it clear, that  A WAR IS COMING.

Reply · 15 · Share

2 replies

M MaxFact
16 hours ago

This madness needs to STOP and STOP NOW!
 
I was in a men's restroom yesterday and on the sink counter was a bowl full of Tampons.  I threw one 
away but, in hindsight, I should have thrown all of them away including the bowl.

(Edited)

Reply · 34 · Share

1 reply

EK Ed Kranepool
2 hours ago

He cited New York law 100.3 e(1)d(iii) which claims that a judge is required to remove themselves from a 
trial in the case that “a person known by the judge to be within the sixth degree of relationship” has 
an “interest that could be substantially affected” by how the case moves forward.

Reply · 5 · Share

Pez149 Creationist
2 hours ago



Under New York law, in order to prove fraud, the State must show, by clear and convincing evidence, 
each and every one of the following elements:
 
(1) a material misrepresentation or omission of fact;
 
(2) made by defendant with knowledge of its falsity;
 
(3) and intent to defraud;
 
(4) reasonable reliance...
See more

Reply · 4 · Share

BC B Foster Analpounded Cretin
4 hours ago

How ludicrous. If you are confused about your gender, you shouldn't be serving as you will be confused 
about other split-second decisions that need to be made.

Reply · 16 · Share

TS Tom Schilling
4 hours ago

This sounds like a splendid plan to encourage enrollment in the military. 

Reply · 9 · Share

1 reply

EK Ed Kranepool
2 hours ago

If the Supreme Court accepts Trump's argument, the left's entire effort to convict him hinges on Bragg's 
case in New York of an alleged misdemeanor outside of the statute of limitations that typically results in a 
fine.  

Reply · 4 · Share

1 reply

SL son of laughter
16 hours ago

The democrats are busy dividing Americans, a divided military is a weak military. 

Reply · 22 · Share

JL joe loco
16 hours ago

Well this should do wonders for the recruitment of the CIS males they desperately need 

Reply · 18 · Share

TE tosa east
13 hours ago

CIS??  MALES???
 
Do you mean normal masculine heterosexual traditional MEN??

Reply · 13 · Share

RS Rico Sammie
15 hours ago

Soooooo glad I am retired. I would hate to see Diaper Joe and giggles Harris pictures on the wall of the 
Quarterdeck. Trump can’t get back in office soon enough to save the military that us veterans served in. 
Trump 2024  MAGA!

Reply · 29 · Share

CS Carmen Spiegel
7 hours ago

Amen 

Reply · 5 · Share



HC Harry Callahan
6 hours ago

Our once mighty, feared, and respected military has been systematically dismantled from within.  NO 
wonder the rest of the world is running on chaos as they are laughing at what our "leaders" have done to 
it

Reply · 5 · Share

1 reply

EK Ed Kranepool
2 hours ago

“We know that the judge and his daughter have a vested interest in making sure this case isn’t dismissed 
and goes on. The integrity of the system suffers when this happens, and I think you'll see President 
Trump go up in the polls,” the attorney said. 

Reply · 3 · Share

A Alexxthegreat
16 hours ago

Gettier nuttier by the day.
November cannot come soon enough for me.

Reply · 18 · Share

2 replies

JB Jim Bowie
16 hours ago

When I was a kid we use to shoot LSD and I ain't never seen anything like this.

Reply · 4 · Share

Show 1 more reply

Astute Provider Of Facts
4 hours ago

Biden +9 amongst Russians and Chinese that are planning on voting.

Reply · 10 · Share

TS The Skipper
4 hours ago

At the DNC headquarters

Reply · 5 · Share

Show 1 more reply

VC Vindex Candidus
15 hours ago

Soldier, you are speaking to GENERAL IT, and you are now court martialed!
 
Any IDEA why the respect for the Military under BIDEN is approaching ZERO?

Reply · 7 · Share

1 reply

DT derp thighmaster
15 hours ago

It's not even Biden...we don't know who's behind all this. Biden doesn't know what century he's in. He 
has initiated nothing...;

(Edited)

Reply · 6 · Share

L LAW
5 hours ago

Our military needs to be less concerned about fake pronouns and more focused on readiness to defend 
the country 

Reply · 8 · Share

Pez149 Creationist
5 hours ago

Absolutely...



Show 1 more reply

Reply · 4 · Share

Unmutual
4 hours ago

The only pronouns that exist in the US military are Private, Seaman, Corporal, Sergeant, Petty Officer, 
Ensign, Lieutenant, Captain, Major, Colonel, General, and Admiral.

Reply · 9 · Share

L LargoPatriot
6 hours ago

Military leaders haven't yet figured out why they can't meet recruiting numbers.  What reasonably 
intelligent American would put his/her life on the line for a country that imprisons people for using the 
wrong pronouns?

Reply · 5 · Share

EK Ed Kranepool
2 hours ago

Former President Donald Trump’s lawyers are calling for the judge overseeing his hush money trial to be 
dismissed, claiming he could be compromised. 

Reply · 3 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

Emily Sturge, a student at the University of Florida and Campus Reform correspondent, told Fox News’ 
Carly Skimkus that Trump is becoming more popular among young people as the 2024 election 
approaches.

Reply · 3 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

I suspect Russel gives Bobbie teh night tremors.

Reply · 4 · Share

1 reply

EK Ed Kranepool
3 hours ago

The Democrats' lawfare strategy against Donald Trump may be thwarted this week, as the Supreme 
Court is poised to hear arguments on Trump's case on presidential immunity on Thursday, which could 
affect several of Trump's trials.

Reply · 2 · Share

DS Deacon Chris Schneider
5 hours ago

Hey, what happens when a Private self identifies as a General? They believe it, so everyone better go 
along with it!

Reply · 5 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

In the end none of these absorption experiments, such as Tyndall's and similar, are anything more than 
experiments showing scattering of IR to thermal heat. There is no energy production and no greenhouse-
style warming.

Reply · 2 · Share

2 replies

GG Gen Zod Darwin's God
2 hours ago

Let's just start from the beginning. We need the greenhouse effect to survive and it is actually very low 
right now comparatively.

Reply · 2 · Share



Show 1 more reply

Astute Provider Of Facts
4 hours ago

Bobbie...........you were busy screen printing and saving yesterday and may not have gotten my 
question.................what sock account will you be coming back with?

Reply · 7 · Share

CH Caught Dead Handed
4 hours ago

ALL Trump cases are going to SCOTUS.
 
AS PLANNED
AS SCHEDULED
 
US Miltiary fact.

Reply · 5 · Share

Democrats ruin everything
2 hours ago

Chunks-163 , is the reason Trump is being pursued for stifling a story because the story can’t be verified?
We all know the stories that Joe stifled are true. This must be the difference 

Reply · 5 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

It does appear she is afraid to debate you too.

Reply · 2 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

In Tyndall's experiment various gases are introduced into the gas observation chamber and it is noted 
that some gases ("greenhouse gases") absorb more "calorific rays" (infrared) than others. This 
absorption is referred to as "proof of a greenhouse effect".It was the result of several months work o...
See more
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1 reply

FA Fire and Adjust
4 hours ago

Lets put this in an even more stark perspective.........we're trained to kill the enemies of our nation but 
now we can literally be prosecuted and fired or put in jail for hurting someone's feelings.  

Reply · 6 · Share

1 reply

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

In order for Tyndall's experiment to prove the greenhouse effect it would have been necessary to 
measure a gain in overall heat in the objects of the experiment, particularly in the emitting and absorbing 
objects.  But this did not happen in the experiment, could not have happened, and was not even...
See more
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Sam Easy
14 hours ago

The Socialists are destroying our country and are assuring that our enemies have no resistance as they 
take over America. I feel so sad for my kids and their kids for what is coming and even some of them 
scoff at the writing on the wall.

Reply · 5 · Share
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1 reply

5 hours ago

“Those who can make you believe absurdities, can make you commit atrocities.”
―Voltaire

Reply · 8 · Share

1 reply

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

If an object is warmer it has more energy. This is a basic observation that should be obvious to 
anyone familiar with intermediate physics. Greenhouse gas can not create the necessary extra energy to 
produce the putative 33C warming. Yet this basic fact is apparently forgotten when AGW believers, a...
See more

Reply · 1 · Share

R Rossbach
2 hours ago

Policies that drive normal people out of the U.S. Armed Forces would weaken them for actual combat but 
might be advantageous if those troops are used to coerce the civilian population during periods of 
"national emergency". 

Reply · 2 · Share

Democrats ruin everything
4 hours ago

Charles-163 on this earth day will you be dousing yourself in lighter fluid and taking a stance on people 
putting smoke in teh air ?

Reply · 8 · Share

KauaiianEye
4 hours ago

I have a zippo I’m anxious to use once more … have ignition, will travel … 

Reply · 5 · Share

Show 1 more reply

Roy Ellis
4 hours ago

Remember, Chuck 123 has admitted to being too scared to service in the miliitary

Reply · 5 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
4 hours ago

She chose to steal bi cycles and rip the seats off them. Odd career choice.

Reply · 3 · Share

KauaiianEye
4 hours ago

He  also said, comically, that the only way he’d serve is if he was in charge!  
 
I know the British military is almost useless, , but can you
Imagine them under the “leadership” of Bob? 

Reply · 2 · Share

Frank Atwood
16 hours ago

With the recruiting problems they are having, do they really need to do this. As my old First Sargeant 
used to say, "Shut up and soldier." He would usually say more, but I don't think the mods would like it 
very much.

Reply · 5 · Share

Ranger Rick
16 hours ago

And the Pentagon still can't understand why recruiting is in the toilet. 



2 replies

Reply · 9 · Share

1 reply

KS Kyle Smith
1 hour ago

This is NOT my Army.  I was in from '85 - '90 and such issues of "pronouns" to use were never ever 
thought about.  What we thought about was how best to defend our nation from the growth of 
communism and other external threats.  

Reply · 2 · Share

MM morris minor
4 hours ago

And they wonder why they have a recruiting problem.

Reply · 5 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
4 hours ago

"I myself was trapped in a mans body for years, now I have addressed that and embraced my feminine 
side thanks to hormone therapies and a radical surgery. Norman says I look very pretty some 
days."~~Bobbie

Reply · 5 · Share

3 replies

TS The Skipper
4 hours ago

I too was trapped in a womans body.......then my mother gave birth to me

Reply · 9 · Share

EK Ed Kranepool
3 hours ago

Two jurors were initially excused before the full jury was seated, which Cevallos on “Morning Joe” said 
indicates the possibility of forthcoming issues that could cause a mistrial.
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Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

Bobbie...................I must ask, why do you extend such energies proving you know nothing about so 
many things? Is it a compulsion?

Reply · 6 · Share

2 replies

GG Gen Zod Darwin's God
2 hours ago

He has an "agenda" to "push", that's why. Science doesn't matter in this case. 

Reply · 2 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

California Fast Food Prices Skyrocket Following Imposition of $20 Minimum Wage.............Democrats are 
always imploding.

Reply · 5 · Share

CH Caught Dead Handed
6 hours ago

Definition of "subversion"

1. An effort with a structured plan to topple or weaken a government or political structure executed by 
individuals operating internally

Reply · 1 · Share



1 reply

GG Gen Zod Darwin's God
4 hours ago

Remember, there is the "duty to disobey" in the UCMJ. It covers:

If the order is "contrary to the constitution" or "the laws of the United States."

If the order is "patently illegal, ... such as one that directs the commission of a crime."
 
So, what about that first amendment now? Don't soldiers have t...
See more
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Astute Provider Of Facts
2 hours ago

"I constantly talk about pe-ckers, its what I love most in life"~~Bobbie

Reply · 5 · Share

Astute Provider Of Facts
4 hours ago

Looks like Bobbie put that dress on early and ran off.....and I know why. LOL

Reply · 6 · Share

GG Gen Zod Darwin's God
4 hours ago

I must've scared shim away...
 
LOL, see what I did there?
 
😁

Reply · 3 · Share

CH Caught Dead Handed
5 hours ago

Man made climate FRAUD money laundering is indeed a target of Trump's war orders.
 
I, DONALD J. TRUMP, President of the United States of America, find that the prevalence and severity of 
human rights abuse and corruption that have their source, in whole or in substantial part, outside the 
United Stat...
See more

Reply · 1 · Share

Pez149 Creationist
5 hours ago

The evidence for Intelligent Design is
everywhere and in everything is so obvious that only "The fool hath said in his heart, There is no 
God" (Psalm 53:1), and those who refuse to see it and desperately seek some evolutionary way of 
explaining it are "without excuse" (Romans 1:20)...

Reply · 5 · Share

GG Grey Ghost
13 hours ago

Add this latest insane policy to the list of reasons to not enlist in the US military.

Reply · 4 · Share

1 reply

SB Sam Bartlett
9 hours ago

The purpose of the military is to protect the country.  The so-called Commander-in-Chief and his 
underlings are so distracted by inessentials that they are putting the US in danger at a time of increased 
global tensions, partly caused by this very weakness of the Biden regime..
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